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2
THE IMPACT OF STATE POLICY
ON COMMUNIT Y COLLEGE
STEM PROGRAMS
Pamela Eddy

Declining college graduation rates, poor perfonnance in n1athematics and sci
ence, and an increasingly con1petitive and technology-driven global econ0111y
breed a setting for education reforn1 in the United States. T his enviromnent
pressures leaders at all levels of governn1ent to take action with a focus to open
the pipeline in STEM disciplines, ultin1ately with the intention of obtaining
n1ore college graduates in these high den1and areas. National and state initia
tives are calling for more college degrees and workforce training to strengthen
A1nerica's workforce and its econon1ic prosperity (2011 Higher Education
Opportunity Act of Virginia, 2011; Oban1a, 2009). T he A111erican Gradua
tion Initiative (Oban1a, 2009) targeted a goal of achieving 5 n1illion 111ore col
lege degrees by 2020; likewise, the Lu1nina Foundation (2010) established its
"Big Goal" that targets 60% of An1ericans having a postsecondary degree or
credential by 2025. Reaching these lofty an1bitions requires progress within
each state. In 2011, Virginia passed its Higher Education Opportunity Act, also
known as Top Jobs for the 21st Century (Top Jobs Act or TJ21) that set a state
wide target of 100,000 additional degrees by 2025. If all 50 states had si1nilar
targets, the goal of 5 n1illion additional degrees by 2025 would be possible.
The Top Jobs Act outlined 10 purposes to guide developn1ent and in1ple
n1entation of funding policies and to establish evaluation criteria. In sun1111ary,
the purposes include:
1. To ensure an educated workforce in Virginia;
2. To take optin1al advantage of the den1onstrated correlation between higher
education and econon1ic growth;
3. To place Virginia among the most highly educated states and countries by
conferring approximately 100,000 cumulative additional undergraduate
degrees on Virginians between 2011 and 2025;
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4. To enhance personal opportunity and earning power for individual Vir
ginians by increasing college degree attainment in the Con1n1onwealth,
especially in high-demand, high-incon1e fields such as science, technology,
engineering, mathen1atics (STEM), and health care;
5. To prornote university-based research that produces outside investment in
Virginia to fuel economic growth;
6. To support the national effort to enhance the security and economic c0111petiveness of the United States of An1erica through increased research and
instruction in science, technology, engineering, n1athematics, and related
fields (STEM);
7. To preserve and enhance the Virginia higher education systen1's excel
lence and cost-efficiency through reform-based investment, technology
enhanced instruction, sharing of instructional resources between and
an1ong colleges and universities, and expanded con1n1unity college transfer
options leading to bachelor's degree con1pletion;
8. To realize the potential for enhanced benefits fron1 the Restructured
Higher Education Financial and Adn1inistrative Operations Act of 2005 (§
23-38.88 et seq.);
9. To establish a higher education funding fran1ework and policy that pro
n1otes stable, predictable, equitable, and adequate funding, provides
need-based financial aid for low-incon1e and middle-incon1e students and
fan1ilies, and relieves the upward pressure on tuition associated with loss of
state support;
10. To recognize the unique n1ission and contributions of each institution of
higher education in the Con1monwealth (§ 23-38.87:10).
For the purposes of this chapter, this research study focused on the intersection
of the points outlined in TJ21 that refer to increasing the nun1ber of gradu
ates in STEM fields (4 and 6 above) and the leveraging of comn1unity college
pathways to enhance college con1pletion (7, 9, and 10 above). T he legislation
en1phasizes the need for developing econ0111ic efficiencies and promoting part
nerships and collaborations an1ong public institutions and private partners
(§ 23-38.87:19). T he research questions at the heart of this study included: How
does state higher education policy influence planning efforts at con1munity
colleges? What steps are Virginia con1n1unity colleges taking to help support
educational efforts in STEM?
T he literature review presents background on the policy in1plen1entation
process, central steps required for strategic planning and change, and current
research on STEM pathways in community colleges. Next, a review of the
data collection n1ethods employed for this study outlines the research design
process. A case study portrait sets the context for the findings from the study.
Finally, the chapter concludes with a discussion of the data and a summary of

recon1mendations for practice.
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Literature Review
The strong link between demand to fill STEM jobs and the en1phasis on eco
nomic development in cities and states focuses state leaders' and policy 111ak
ers' attention on these issues. The National Governors Association (NGA)
acknowledged the critical nature of student preparation in STEM on future
prosperity for the country, noting:
Governors are in a unique position to advance con1prehensive STEM
education policy agendas aligned with workforce expectations that will
ultinutely aid state econon1ic growth. Governors can elevate the urgency
and build the political will to advance STEM education and use bud
getary and policy levers to make n1eaningful changes across education
systems.
(NGA, 2011, ,i 3)
Scaffolding and coordination within the educational pipeline bec0111es cen
tral to state policies to support STEM education. The Departn1ent of Labor
reported that "of the 20 fastest growing occupations, half are in the associate
degree or higher category" (Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2012, p. 13). Thus,
the pathways through con1n1unity colleges becon1e increasingly i1nportant for
efforts to expand graduates in STEM fields. Minor (2012) underscored the
in1portance of con1munity colleges in this pipeline, in particular for n1inority
students as the n1ajority of Hispanics and African An1ericans holding a bach
elor's or n1aster's degree in the STEM field have attended a conuuunity college.
Using state policy as a lever for change influences the approaches comnwnity
colleges pursue to support STEM education.

Policy Implementation
The research on the policy process is robust and includes consideration for the
developn1ent, adoption, in1plementation, and evaluation phases of the policy
process (Fowler, 2009). Case studies of policy in1plementation targeting STEM
support and completions, however, are lin1ited Qohnson, 2012). The scant
research on STEM policy reinforces the challenges facing policy implen1ent
ers that contribute to the overall success or failure of the in1plen1entation (e.g.,
lack of n1otivation to in1plen1ent at the grassroots' level, scarcity of resources,
or n1isn1atch of policy intentions and community needs) (Breiner, Harkness,
Johnson, & Koehler, 2012; Fowler, 2009).
Fowler (2009) described the growing field of implen1entation research by
dividing it into three "generations" (p. 272) according to eras that focused
on different emphases regarding the effectiveness of implen1entation strate
gies. The first generation of in1plementation research revealed the difficulty
of implementing policy. According to Fowler (2009), policy in1plementers,
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specifically intermediaries who have the responsibility to actually in1plement
policy, often lack the understanding, knowledge and skills, and resources nec
essary to implement the policy. The second-generation research reemphasized
the challenges with policy in1plementation, but also focused on the design of
the policies, identifying factors that were present when policies were success
fully in1plen1ented. The third, and current, generation considers n1ore carefully
implementers as learners and is based on the concept of schen1as, the natu
ral tendency to rely upon previous experiences to relate to new inforn1ation
(Harris, 1994; Weick, 1995). Furthern1ore, the third-generation era of research
on implen1entation stresses the importance of a strong social infrastructure,
as an arena of idea generating and sharing network, in policy in1plen1entation
(Fowler, 2009).
Through the lessons learned from the three generations of in1plen1entation
research, today, we are able to identify patterns and con1n1onalities within suc
cessful implen1entation processes. Fowler (2009) offered a ''how to" for in1ple
n1enting policy, in which great significance is placed upon the n1obilization
process, including the steps of policy adoption, planning, and the gathering of
resources. The n1obilization phase ty pically lasts fron1 14 to 17 n1onths (Huber
man & Miles, 1984). Thus, in 2012, Virginia was still in the n1iddle of this
process with respect to the Top Jobs Act. At the outset of a new policy, three
guiding questions prevail: (a) Is there good reason to adopt policy? (b) Is the
policy appropriate for the institution and its serving region? (c) Is there sufficient
support for the policy an1ong key stakeholders? (Fowler, 2009, pp. 256-258).
These questions help guide the analysis of the data for this study. Influencing
the tension between planning too much and planning too little is gathering
the appropriate and adequate resources for successful policy in1plementation.
For instance, Henderson, Beach, and Finkelstein (2011) conducted an analytic
review of the literature regarding changes to instructional practices in under
graduate STEM courses and found that top-down institutional mandates for
change were ineffective, whereas effective change strategies involved alignn1ent
of values and beliefs about the policy and teaching strategies.

Strategic Planning and Change Theory
A nun1ber of planning and change n1odels exist. Keller's seminal 1983 book on
academic strategy in higher education ushered in the use of strategic planning
and n1anagement within colleges and universities. This time period represented
the mark of declining state support for higher education and a shift in public
sentiment of higher education from a public good to more of a private good
(Bowen, 1977). Planning became increasingly crucial for institutional survival.
Leaders sought clear and concise outlines for planning efforts. Rowley, Lujan,

and Dolence (1997) created a 10-step cyclic model that involved establishment
of key performance indicators (KPis), environn1ental scanning, brainstorming
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and forn1ulation of ideas, development of implen1entation strategies, and con
tinuous evaluation. Yet, strategic planning is not always at the center of policy
development as ideologies, power, and the tin1ing associated with defining
issues often influence issue definition and agenda setting (Fowler, 2009). A
focus on change, however, is a con1n1onality for policy and planning efforts.
Fullan (2002, 2006) provides a framework for change specifically target
ing education. His research on change theory challenges us to consider ''what
'theories of action' really get results in educational reforn1"? (2006, p. 3). Ful
lan's (2006) n1odel contains seven core premises: focus on n1otivation, capacity
building with a focus on results, learning in context, changing context, reflec
tive action, tri-level engagement, and persistence and flexibility in staying the
course. Central to this fran1ework are n1otivation and engagen1ent because the
renuining five premises depend upon the synergy of the desire to change and
the willingness to participate in action. The in1plen1entation phase of policy
involves change and depends on the imple1nenters' n1otivation for enacting
the policy and their capacity or ability to influence how the policy applies in
practice (Fowler, 2009). The discourse presented in the early policy process
stages of policy developn1ent and adoption lays the foundation upon which
the later stages of the policy process, specifically implen1entation and evalu
ation, are built. According to Fowler (2009), it is in these early stages that "a
n1isguided policy adoption process undern1ines the entire in1plen1entation" (p.
285). Fullan (2006) would argue that "if one's theory of action does not n1oti
vate people to put in the effort-individually or collectively-that is necessary
to get results, in1proven1ent is not possible" (p. 8). Many policies do not result
in change due to resistance on-the-ground.
Johnson (2012) utilized Fullan's (2006) theoretical fran1ework of change to
study the implen1entation of a state STEM policy. The study reported sev
eral successful strategies including the use of early conversations about shared
vision, the developn1ent of a strategic plan to guide change, the creation of a
structure supporting accountability, and the celebration of sn1all wins. Despite
the challenges of implen1enting the state policy due to funding and tin1eline
and con1peting agendas of the stakeholders, Johnson (2012) offered hope that
successful policy implen1entation is possible, particularly when a dedicated
leader builds the case for change, nianages and con1n1unicates the n1essage of
change with constituents, charts the course of action, and keeps all involved
parties on track towards the established goals.

STEM in Community Colleges
Recent research on STEM in con1n1unity colleges focuses prinurily on the
experiences of students in general (Hagedorn & Purnamasari, 2012; Heidel et
al., 2011; Lenaburg, Aguirre, Goodchild, & Kuhn, 2012) and students of color
specifically (Malcom, 2010; Reyes, 2011) versus how state policy regarding
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STEM is implemented within the sector. Knowing n1ore about the student
experience in the classroom can help inform policy forn1ation and identify
and leverage best practices that support student success. Likewise, vocational
education and contract training provides a forun1 to learn more about what
helps students in these learning environn1ents complete their programs. A study
conducted by the Business Higher Education Forun1 (BHEF, 2010) sought to
create a framework to enhance stakeholder understanding of the community
college in workforce developn1ent and degree attainment. This research offered
two broad fra1neworks. The first, a regional rnodel, focused on the interactions
of the con1n1unity college, governn1ent, and workforce to increase the nun1ber
of graduates. The second, a sectoral n1odel, focused specifically on a single labor
market or profession. Both of these fran1eworks center on the role of the con1n1unity college as an actor in discovering solutions to workforce training and
education. Indeed, conununity colleges are increasingly recognized as a potent
lever for econon1ic developn1ent (Oban1a, 2009).
The National Governor's Association (NGA; 2011) published an issues brief
offering several insights of the advantages of utilizing con1n1unity colleges to
1neet the den1ands of today's workforce. The brief presented argu1nents to sup
port expanding STEM education and STEM-related workforce skill develop
n1ent, including the need to expand regional STEM-skill needs of the industry,
providing incentives for STEM course completion at the institutional and indi
vidual student levels, supporting n1ore effective n1athen1atics remediation, and
creating requiren1ents for transferable conununity college STEM credits and
credentials (NGA, 2011). With 90% of the U.S. population living within 25
n1iles of a c01nn1unity college and the traditionally low-cost tuition rates at
these colleges (Cohen & Brawer, 2008), con1n1unity colleges are an attractive
and convenient option for bolstering a STEM-skilled workforce. Their return
on investinent, estin1ated at 16%, further contributes to the reliability of con1n1unity colleges to fill in the gaps and in order to do so, efforts will need to be
made to address the "policy gaps" (NGA, 2011, p. 1).

Virginia Case Background
Research highlights how state-based policy initiatives are a response to the
convergence of federal science and economic policy, with a focus on high tech
econon1ic activity across the states (Douglass, 2007). A survey of 22 Virginia
Community College workforce developn1ent leaders found that healthcare skill
training was the highest demanded need in their regions, followed by STEM
training in general (Landon, 2009). Central to building technology training
capacity are higher education and business and industry collaboration. The Vir
ginia Business Higher Education Council created a 2020 vision to prepare Vir

ginia's workforce for the top jobs of the future initiating the Grow by Degrees
Coalition (see http://growbydegrees.org/ ). In 2009, Bob McDonnell, then
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Attorney General, ran on a campaign platforn1 to raise the bar for educational
attainn1ent ''to bring strong and sustainable econon1ic opportunity and expan
sion" to the Con1monwealth (McDonnell, 2009,, 6). Fulfilling this can1paign
pron1ise, Governor McDonnell created the Higher Education Conunission that
helped craft the 2011 legislation for what is now the Top Jobs Act.
When the Top Jobs legislation was signed in 2011, early enrolln1ent projec
tions predicted that Virginia institutions would add 6,000 new seats for in-state
students. Of this total, 4,000 of the 6,000 expected students enrolled in a Vir
ginia Comn1unity College (DuBois, 2011), which was n1ore than anticipated.
The fact that two-thirds of new enrolln1ent occurred at the con1n1unity col
lege level underscores the in1portant role two-year colleges have in preparing
graduates for work demands. The State Higher Education Executive Officers
(SHEEO) organization reported on degree con1pletion by progra111 areas for
all states (2011). For STEM degree progran1s in Virginia, c0111n1unity colleges
show a con1pletion rate of 26.3% within the sector, which is 17.25 1% higher than
the national average and only slightly below the completion rates for the high
est level research universities in the state (Research, high activity-16.00 1¼,;
Research, very high activity-33.48%). As such, con11nunity colleges play a
significant role in STEM education in the state of Virginia.
Projections indicate that the Virginia will have the second highest propor
tion of STEM jobs as a fraction of job openings through 2018 (8.2%); only the
District of Colun1bia has a higher rate (Carnevale, Sn1ith, & Melton, 2011).
However, the state has a lower anticipated rate of STEM jobs for those with an
associate's degree (8.3% con1pared to the high in North Dakota of 23.8%). A
full 93% of STEM jobs in Virginia will require a postsecondary degree (Car
nevale, Sn1ith, Stone, et al., 2011). The bulk of these jobs will require a bach
elor's degree or higher, and cornn1unity colleges provide a prin1e gateway into
these degree programs given their convenience and cost. An anticipated 30%
increase in STEM jobs is predicted in Virginia, which is 13% higher than the
national norn1.
The state of Virginia recognized these facts regarding de1nands for graduates
as the Top Jobs Act reflects with its focus on STEM education and the edu
cational pipeline. Further, Northern Virginia Con1n1unity College (NC)VA;
2012) initiated a progran1, SySTEMic Solutions, to expand the STEM pipeline
and provide a pathway for students from area high schools to NOVA, to George
Mason University, and into the workforce. Counselors are embedded into
regional high schools and work to identify students for the progran1 and sup
port them during the application process. Once at NOVA, retention counselors
continue to support these students as they transition to college and ultin1ately
transfer to a four-year college or into the workforce. These support n1echanis111
recognize the fact that many of the participating students are first-generation
college students who are often low-income and from minority groups.
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Project Background
The methods for this research included a review of the Virginia Higher Edu
cation Opportunity Act of 2011 to determine the influence of the legislation
on STEM programn1ing and the anticipated role for con1n1unity colleges.
As noted above, several factors were included in the TJ21 that target both of
these areas. Next, a review of the strategic plan (Achieve 2015) for the Virginia
Con1munity College System (VCCS) occurred. The features of the plan are
highlighted in the findings section. As well, the strategic plans of the 23 con1n1unity colleges within the state were analyzed to determine links with the
overarching state planning docun1ent, in particular noting plans for STEM
progran1n1ing and in1plen1entation plans for the can1puses. Finally, interviews
were done with key stakeholders in the state to understand their perception of
the in1plen1entation phase of TJ21 and to note how change was occurring on
the state's con1n1unity college can1puses.

Findings
A sun1n1ary of the planning efforts at the Virginia Con1n1unity College Systen1
provides a background to understand better how the new Top Jobs Act policy,
in particular the focus on STEM progran1n1ing, has begun to be in1plemented
in the con1n1unity college system and on individual campuses. The relatively
recent passage of the legislation and the typical timeline for policy in1plen1en
tation places this snapshot in the early stages of the process. This initial inves
tigation provides a benclunark for subsequent evaluation in the future. This
study found three n1ain findings. First, for the VCCS was already engaged in
updating their strategic plan, thus the in1plen1entation of the goals outlined in
the TJ21 state policy had to be incorporated into a planning process already
underway. Second, the change obtained so far in the in1plen1entation of the
policy has been incremental and first-order change (Bartunek & Moch, 1987).
Finally, the state policy in1plies a coordination of efforts along the educational
pipeline that occurs in a limited fashion in reality.
Context of the VCCS
The Virginia Con1munity College Systen1 was established in 1966 by the Gen
eral Assen1bly to better serve the needs of local con1n1unities through the pro
vision of educational and vocational training opportunities. The n1ission of
Virginia's Comn1unity Colleges is to give everyone the opportunity to learn
and develop the right skills so lives and communities are strengthened (Vir
ginia's Con1munity Colleges, 2012). There are 23 community colleges in the
state operating on 40 can1puses. The majority of the colleges are serving rural
areas (17), with the remaining can1puses located in suburban areas (5) or urban
cities (1). The can1puses range in size from sniall (enrollment of 1,052) to large
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(enrollment of 48,996). Three of every five undergraduate students in the state
attend one of Virginia's community colleges (VCCS fast facts, 2012). Virginia
also has one junior college, Richard Bland College (RBC) that is not in the
VCCS. Instead, RBC is a branch campus of the College of William and Mary.
As such, RBC has its own unique planning efforts underway that are not coor
dinated in the VCCS Achieve 2015 nutrix; RBC was not included in this
study.
The chancellor of the systen1, Glenn DuBois, utilizes broad-based strategic
planning. In 2003, he oversaw a planning effort titled Dateline 2009 in which
targets were established for student recruitment, graduation, and transfer rates.
This initial 6-year plan was updated in 2009 and the new plan is titled Achieve
2015. Five key areas were identified for this plan: Access, Affordability, Student
Success, Workforce, and Resources (see http://www.vccs.edu/ W hoWeAre/
Achieve2015.aspx). The objectives of Achieve 2015 are in line with national
and state priorities, supporting the preparation of a strong workforce for the
jobs of the future. The student-first agenda charts the course for Virginia's
Con1n1unity Colleges in an effort to strengthen lives, cmnnmnities, and ulti1nately the Con1n1onwealth 's economy. Each of the 23 colleges in the state has
individual ca1npus plans that align, or not, with the overarching state plan.
These individualized plans allow the can1pus to capture the unique context of
their location and to capitalize on their areas of expertise, as well as acknowl
edge the differences in size among the can1puses. Individual can1pus presidents
are evaluated using a set of president's goals that are linked to the overarching
systen1 plan.
The Virginia Con1n1unity College Systen1 was able to leverage the language
already established in their aggressive strategic plan, Achieve 2015, to outline
their plan of action for n1eeting the goals of TJ21. Aligning with the objectives
of national and state initiatives to confer more degrees, particularly in the area
of STEM degrees, the VCCS is targeting in1provements to ren1edial instruction
and student success. The VCCS is implen1enting a redesign of developmental
education and other reengineering efforts to help support the policy goals of
increased numbers of graduates.

Hopping on a Moving Train
The State Council of Higher Education for Virginia (SCHEY) requires 6-year
plans fron1 colleges. As a result, the leaders of the con1n1unity colleges already
had in place a framework for planning and change when TJ21 was passed. The
colleges could look at their existing plans and detern1ine how they could align
plans underway with objectives of the state policy.
The goals of Achieve 2015 are further distilled into strategies, referred to as
the chancellors' goals. These goals are evaluated each year and adjustn1ents are
made to the language to ensure that VCCS and its can1puses are addressing the
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most current issues with its progress towards Achieve 2015. In particular, under
the Access goal, one of the strategies focuses on educational programs and states
that the objective is to "annually develop 10 new academic programs (degree,
certificate, or career studies certificate) that respond to emerging, critical work
force needs, particularly in STEM-related areas (science, technology, engineer
ing, and n1athematics)" (D. VanCleave, personal con1munication, April 3, 2012,
en1phasis added). In the first year of Achieve 2015, the 2010-2011 chancellor's
goals did not include the en1phasis on developing STEM-related acaden1ic pro
gran1s. It is inferred that this STEM reference was included later in support of
the adoption ofTJ21, which took place in April, 2011, and only 1 n1onth before
the adoption of the 2011-2012 chancellor's goals in May, 2011.
The review of the individual campus strategic planning docun1ents high
lighted a range of alignment with the overarching systen1 goals outlined in
Achieve 2015. Eleven of the campuses had alignrnent with the central plan
and included specific references to some of the chancellor's goals. Of this sub
set, one rural-serving, n1ediun1-sized college developed a specific plan for
STEM that included several goals and sub-goals to guide the college's progress.
Another 11 of the carnpuses had rnixed alignn1ent with the systen1 goals. In
these instances, the colleges had a fran1ework in place sin1ilar to the systen1
plan, but the language used to conununicate the goals did not mirror Achieve
2015. Only one college (suburban, n1ulti-can1pus) did not have a plan linked
fron1 the VCCS website and there was no mention of Achieve 2015 on the col
lege's webpage. As well, the language used to comrnunicate the college's goals
did not n1irror Achieve 2015. Table 2.1 provides a sun1n1ary of the alignment
of the overarching plan and the individual college's plans.
The majority of rural campuses in the state have plans that align with the
overarching state planning docun1ent (59%), whereas the bulk of suburban col
leges have n1ixed alignn1ent (80%). Further analysis of the individual campus
plans found approxin1ately half (48%) of the can1puses with specific references
to STEM. The plans referred specifically to the goal of increasing access. This
focus is appropriate given the references in the Top Jobs Act to increasing grad
uates in STEM fields. Planning references on individual campuses targeted cre
ation of new acaden1ic progran1s, with several referencing addressing specific
comn1unity based and critical workforce needs to determine what programs
to develop. One can1pus identified the goal to increase enrollment of at-risk
and underserved students, particularly n1entioning women and minorities in

TABLE 2.1 Alignment of College Plans with State Plan
Number ef Colle.�es

Colleie Cli1ssijici1tion

Aligns

11 (48%)

10 rural; 1 urban

Mixed

11 (48%)

7 rural; 4 suburban

1 (4%)

1 suburban

Al��m11e11t

Not Align
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STEM programs. Two of the can1pus plans outlined the creation of a new
Acaden1ic Technology Center or building a new center. One can1pus took the
perspective that strategic faculty hiring was required to increase the nun1ber of
STEM graduates, pointing out that they sought to obtain a 40:60 ratio of ten
ured faculty to adjunct faculty n1en1bers. Since 2000, a total of 29 new STEM
programs have been created within theVCCS (SCHEV, 2012). Fourteen of the
colleges created one or n1ore programs in this tin1eframe. New progran1s were
created on 11 of the 17 rural can1puses and three of the five suburban can1puses.

Change or Wordsmithing?
The objective to increase graduates in the state and to bolster progranuning for
STEM degree n1ajors resulted in the articulation of particular goals and objec
tives for the state's colleges. As noted above, the planning efforts of theVCCS
readily accon1n1odated inclusion of the goal to increase graduations in STEM
areas. Bartunek and Moch (1987) argued that first-order change is incre1nen
tal in nature and occurs within existing fran1eworks, whereas second-order
change involves deeper changes to the existing fran1eworks. The first year of
in1plen1entation of the TJ21 policy involved first-order changes. The plan
ning process underway accom1nodated the changes required in the policy, but
the beginning stages of second-order change n1ay be en1erging as the VCCS
focuses on issues around developn1ental education. The role of developn1ent
education is discussed more fully in the following section on the alignn1ent of
the educational pipeline.
Given the first-order change underway, it is important to investigate the
role language plays in how the state policy is being in1plen1ented. How leaders
fran1e change for can1pus men1bers n1atters in how these stakeholder groups
nuke n1eaning of the changes underway (Eddy, 2003; Neun1ann, 1995). The
placement of the focus on STEM within the campus website and strategic plan
begins to highlight the role it has on can1pus. As noted above, less than half
of the colleges (48%) had specific references to STEM in their planning docu
ments. Both the chancellor ofVCCS and the vice chancellor of Academic Ser
vices & Research were interviewed to detern1ine how TJ21 requiren1ents were
being integrated into the colleges in the state. Both central office leaders noted
how New River Community College (NRCC) represented a leading force in
developing STEM programs ahead of the nundate from the state. The current
president of NRCC, Dr. Jack Lewis, added, "STEM is certainly not new to
New River Community College." The college operates a facility at the n1all
that offers a state-of-the-art facility. According to the college's website, "The
null location features 14 classrooms, over 200 computers for student use, a
science lab, two auditoriums, testing and conference roon1s and office spaces"
(Lewis, n.d.). Symbolically, having STEM programs concentrated in a location
with high visibility sends a n1essage to the community, students, and en1ployers.
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According to Chancellor DuBois, son1e of the changes within the systen1
since the passage of TJ21 have been a in the reward structure. He noted, "Mod
ifications were made to the funding forn1ula to include funds for enrolln1ent
growth, and perforniance funding for STEM-related initiatives. STEM is what
is hot and the capital request for buildings and equipn1ent were niade in support
of STEM" (personal interview, April 19, 2012). Funding has been used as an
inducen1ent for change. As President Lewis ofNRCC stated, "The con1n1unity
colleges are in a unique position of being the shining star in bearing up and
responding to this legislation because we have two-thirds of all undergradu
ates in Virginia" (n.d.). R..ecognition is apparent for the need to align with the
state's priorities.
The rhetoric around the state goals and an1bitions for TJ21 are apparent in
the language of the VCCS Achieve 2015. Yet, as the vice chancellor sun1n1a
rized, ''The perforn1ance n1easures that are to be developed and the linage to
STEM will serve as a testing ground for how serious we are about STEM
which will drive action" (personal interview, Susan Wood, Vice Chancellor,
May 2, 2012). The ability of TJ21 to have a lasting and significant in1pact will
be dictated by continued state focus and support in this arena. Colleges will
respond when they are rewarded for their behaviors. TJ21 did not propose
a particular systen1atic change or alteration to the underlying fran1ework of
higher education.
How leaders fran1e change on can1pus also in1pacts how can1pus n1en1bers
will react (Fairhurst & Sarr, 1996; Weick, 1995 ). As President Lewis reflected,
"l'n1 always a1nazed at how expectations lead to outcon1es" (n.d.). One of the
ways changes concerning STEM are frarned is via the college's and systen1's
strategic planning docun1ents, location of references to STEM on the website,
institution of new programming targeting STEM areas, creation of reward
structures to support STEM activities, and ren1oval of barriers for students to
pursue STEM n1ajors. As Lewis offered, "We put emphasis on the success story
at award ceren1onies. For exan1ple, recently a forn1er student spoke with a stir
ring speech that was so honest with the students about what it is to be a nurse
... Role models are brought in for every pinning ceren1ony and graduation to
raise the expectations and the bar" (n.d.). The fact that only half of the col
leges, however, have specific references to STEM highlights the early stages
of in1plen1entation of the policy. Because the presidents are evaluated on the
ways in which they reach the goals set by the chancellor, leverage for further
change is possible. A true test of in1plen1entation will be in assessing outcon1es
of heightened STEM programming and focus and STEM graduation rates over
the next five years.

Coordination in the Educational Pipeline
The focus of TJ21 on creating pathways through the educational systen1 calls
attention to comn1unity colleges that serve as bridging institutions between
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high schools and four-year universities. An historic feature of conununity col
leges is articulation agreements with four-year colleges. As the chancellor noted,
''Transfer relationships are good, so the next step n1ay be to create n1ore 3 +
1 arrangen1ents" (personal interview, Glenn DuBois, April 19, 2012). Already
in place in Virginia were transfer grants. Beginning in 2007, eligible transfer
students could obtain $1,000 if they graduated with an associate's degree, n1et
academic requiren1ents, and were accepted in one of the state's four-year uni
versities the fall after their con1munity college graduation (Two-Year College
Transfer Grant Progran1, 2007, § 23-38.10:9). An additional $1,000 is available
for students who pursue a STEM degree. As the vice chancellor for Acade1nic
Services and Research noted, "Coupled with the guaranteed adn1ission agree
ments, STEM could be furthered for those students who want to transfer, cre
ating a powerful tool for fan1ilies to get access to selective 4-years and financial
support by c01ning to a 2-year college first" (personal interview, Susan Wood,
Vice Chancellor, May 2, 2012).
Influencing student success at the con1n1unity college is college readiness.
A two-prong approach is underway to address issues of deficiency. First, 1nore
conununication is occurring about college expectations in high schools. Second,
VCCS is extensively revising their developn1ental n1ath and English programs.
The first of these changes to delivery of developn1ental progran1ming were
i1nplen1ented in spring 2012 for n1ath, whereas the initiatives for develop1nental
English will begin in spring 2013. A Chronide article highlighted the changes to
programn1ing in Virginia, sun1n1arizing: "Its (VCCS) colleges will soon replace
their se1nester-long developmental-n1ath courses with nine units, which can be
taken as one-credit classes or Web-based lessons with variable credit hours that
allow students to complete more than one unit in a self-paced c01nputer lab and
classroon1" (Gonzalez, 2011, il23). The changes were in1plen1ented without a
forn1al pilot progran1 and represent a clear break fron1 past practice. This type of
fundamental change is n1ore in line with second-order or deep organizational
change as it represents questioning of the assun1ptions of the existing syste1n and
using data to change operations (Bartunek & Moch, 1987 ).
As the vice chancellor reflected, ''Another barrier to increasing STEM grad
uates is a cultural barrier to innovation; thinking that the way we have always
done it is the way we should do it" (personal interview, Susan Wood, Vice
Chancellor, May 2, 2012). T he increased use of data to assess operations and
the efforts supporting strategic planning begin to address this historical area of
challenge in change initiatives. At NRCC, a partnership between the college
and its neighboring four-year university helps support STEM training pro
grams. Of note, NRCC's nursing program enrolls a nun1ber of students who
already have bachelor's degrees but are seeking specific training. Townsend
(1999) referred to this trend as reverse transfer, which is becoming more con1n1on for technical programs and career re-tooling.
On the other side of the educational spectrum are dual-enrolln1ent programs.
As noted above, Northern Virginia Community College created the SySTEMic
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Solutions n1odel, a recognized progran1 to open up the STEM pipeline frorn
high schools to the com1nunity college and work or transfer. As well, another
program already underway is the placement of career coaches in nearly half of
the high schools state-wide. According to Dubois, "There are approxin1ately
150 career coaches in local high schools and they talk about STEM." DuBois
added, "Enrolln1ent increased by 8% when career coaches were placed in the
high schools; they are a garne changer" (personal interview, Glenn DuBois,
April 19, 2012). This type of bridge building progran1 allows for a rnore searnless
flow of students between K-12 schools and the con1n1unity college.
Discussion and Conclusion
The analysis on the in1ple1nentation process of the Virginia state policy (TJ21)
to expand the nun1ber of graduates in the state and to enhance a focus on STEM
highlights a nun1ber of conclusions. The work already underway by the VCCS
with both their strategic planning and their reengineering efforts provided a
context prime for in1plen1enting the changes outlined in the higher education
legislation as 1nechanisn1s were already in place. The legislation resulted in
slight nuances nude to existing plans and policies versus a wholesale change
effort. What the policy allowed was a way for leaders of con1n1unity colleges to
frarne their efforts on campus to e1nphasize the activities underway to enhance
STEM programn1ing and training. The strategic plans of the college created
a te111plate for son1e of this effort, as did the college's websites, technical cen
ters, and STEM-oriented events. Leaders help campus n1e1nbers and college
stakeholders to rnake sense of changes on can1pus. lnvolven1ent in the can1pus
strategic planning process provides one venue for this sense1naking to occur for
can1pus n1e1nbers (Weick, 1995).
Pointedly, the chancellor of the VCCS serves in the role of "sense-,eivcr"
(Thayer, 1988, p. 250, italics in the original). The n1essages sent out of the
chancellor's office regarding the importance of the Achieve 2015 planning
docun1ent are clear and nun1erous. The prominence of the plan on the systen1
website and the references to the planning docun1ent on individual can1puses in
the systen1 highlight how the chancellor has fran1ed the in1portance of planning
to heighten student success. The passage of TJ21 resulted in the VCCS evalu
ating the Achieve 2015 planning docun1ents to accon1n1odate for the requests
of the policy, nan1ely the focus on STEM. The existing plans already targeted
increasing the nurnber of graduates fron1 the state's con1munity colleges.
A n1echanisn1 to help create and reinforce the focus on STEM in comn1u
nity colleges is the use of an institutional saga (Clark, 1972). As noted in the
findings, President Lewis of NRCC used graduation events and pinning cer
en1onies to provide student testin1onials about the importance of their technical

training to their ultiniate careers. Moreover, the presence of the technical cen
ter in the n1all becan1e part of the saga of the college's approach to innovation.
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The SySTEMic Solutions program at NOVA reinforces a saga revolving around
technology too. Because of the infusion of technology into the area high schools
as a result of building a bridge with dual enrolln1ent through the progran1, the
saga is reinforced in the comn1unity.
Yet, not all the colleges in the VCCS have this level of pron1inence in pro
n10ting STEM. On the one hand, the implen1entation phase of TJ21 is still in
its infancy and the focus n1ight be in early stages on son1e of the can1puses. On
the other hand, the regional needs of the colleges n1ay differ such that how
STEM progran1n1ing needs are interpreted or valued may depend on location.
For instance, srnall rural schools n1ay find that their lin1ited resources result in
progran1ming that looks markedly different than their larger, suburban coun
terparts. As well, the needs of employers in the region niay differ. The projected
increase of need for STEM professionals in the state niay niask son1e of the
regional differences. Investigation into deconstruction of anticipated deniand
should occur for n1ore targeting progran1ming to result.
Barriers to full implen1entation of the TJ21 legislation revolve around fund
ing, access, and college readiness. Current funding is rewarding colleges that
focus on STEM programn1ing, but if this progran1 funding is elin1inated, the
continued support of STEM n1ight be jeopardized. McDonnell and Elmore
(1987) identified four main fran1eworks en1ployed by policy niakers to obtain
change. These include n1andates, inducen1ents, capacity-building, and syste1n
changing. The TJ21 Act falls within the area of inducen1ents and capacity
building. Funding is used in the forn1at of perfonnance funding to pron1ote
n1ore graduates in STEM. Inducements typically result in short-tern1 gains that
go away once the funding is eliminated, whereas funding for capacity building
can result in longer tern1 gains. In this case, changes to progra111n1ing within
Virginia's colleges can institutionalize changes that result in more graduates.
The processes underway with the 6-year plans in Virginia and with the
Achieve 2015 process in VCCS in particular, niay ultinutely result in systen1
changes (McDonnell & Eln1ore, 1987) or second-order change (Bartunek &
Moch, 1987). The recent reengineering of developmental progran1ming at the
con1n1unity colleges indicates a n1ove toward deeper changes in the system.
What remains unknown, however, is if these initiatives will have staying power
and if changes will occur in other facets of the organization. Contributing to
the early success of the in1plen1entation of TJ21 within the c01nn1unity college
sector in Virginia was the change already underway.
Change requires the creation of a shared vision (Fullan, 2006; Kotter &
Cohen, 2002). The processes in place to create Achieve 2015 built on plan
ning efforts began in 2003. Establishing a track record of planning and creating
processes to increase involvement of stakeholders n1eant that VCCS was in a
different starting point to be able to implement the changes outlined in TJ21.
An argun1ent can be made that TJ21 merely provided a particular frame or saga
to planning already underway and that the Act did not require the community
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colleges to fundamentally change their plans or actions. The announcen1ent
of President Obama's American Graduation Initiative and the introduction of
Governor McDonnell's TJ21 legislation received little criticism as the message
was con1n1unicated that there was too n1uch at stake to ignore the need to
invest in America's higher education system (The White House, 2009; Vir
ginia Higher Education Opportunity Act, 2011). As outlined by Fowler (2009)
above, the questions asked in creating policy about the rationale and appropri
ateness to adopt the new policy and support of stakeholders provide a n1eans of
evaluation. With respect to the TJ21 and its implen1entation in Virginia's com
munity colleges, the responses to these questions show that there was a need to
in1plement the policy given the shortages in STEM and in college graduates in
the state and that stakeholders supported these goals.
The period of tin1e following the onset of these initiatives is what Fowler
(2009) referred to as the 1nobilization for in1plementation and it includes "pol
icy adoption, planning, and the gathering of resources" (p. 285). The successful
in1plernentation of a new policy hinges on the mobilization phase because it
establishes the case and foundation on which the in1plen1entation of the policy
will be built, establishes the reason for the policy, and often can incentivize
stakeholders to see it successfully adopted and in1plen1ented. According to Ful
lan (2006) and Fowler (2009), n1otivation is critical for effective educational
reforn1 and policy in1plen1entation. Davies' (2006) approach further supports
and reinforces the need for buy-in fron1 stakeholders when he describes the
importance of "ground[ing an] agenda and its priorities in the needs of state
residents" (p. iv), again niaking the connection between the policy and its
intended outcon1es. Creating a shared vision, ensuring that a strategic plan
drives efforts, forming partnerships with a key stakeholders and leaders, and
establishing a structure where partners are held accountable leads to successful
in1ple1nentation Qohnson, 2012). The leadership in VCCS supports the change
efforts underway.
The VCCS has been operating under the strategic goals of Achieve 2015 for
two years and continues to refine the strategies for reaching these goals on an
annual basis. With the introduction of the TJ21 legislation just one year ago,
the emphasis placed on STEM degree production created the opportunity for
the VCCS to tweak the language in their established plan to include an inten
tional pursuit of new STEM-related academic programs. Slight changes in lan
guage allowed for a framing of the policy within an already existing structure.
In this reference, the VCCS did not need to change their direction as they were
able to easily incorporate the pursuit of STEM programs under the umbrella of
Achieve 2015. With in1plementation strategies and evaluation measures already
in the works, the VCCS was able to continue its course with Achieve 2015 and
the redesign of developmental n1athematics, making strides toward increasing

the nun1ber of STEM graduates per the TJ21 legislation with only minor pro
grammatic modifications.
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However, there is more that can and should be done to ensure the attain
n1ent of the TJ21 STEM-related goals and perfonnance incentives. As noted,
the changes to date have primarily involved first-order change, versus deep
second-order changes (Bartunek & Moch, 1987). According to the National
Governor's Association (2011), policy gaps still need to be addressed so that
improven1ents in building a STEM-skilled workforce can be realized. It is
in1portant that community colleges identify regional STEM-skill needs from
businesses and gain a better understanding of the labor n1arket den1ands; sup
port new n1odels of STEM skill developn1ent, such as career pathways, STEM
early college high schools, earn and learn progran1s, and STEM bridge pro
gran1s; and ensure STEM credits and degrees are transferrable (NGA, 2011).
Given that only 48% of the con1n1unity colleges in Virginia had specific refer
ence to STEM in their planning docun1ents may indicate that local needs are
still being detern1ined or that s01ne regions have different require1nents for
STEM.
A sense of urgency for change was created with the passage of TJ21 (Kot
ter & Cohen, 2002), in particular for STEM. What ren1ains unknown is how
well the current change initiatives will becon1e institutionalized within the
con1n1unity college systen1. The presence of a continuous planning cycle bodes
well for attention to current challenges as a venue is present to acco111111odate
external changes. While it is likely that the VCCS will continue to refine its
practices to better serve the needs of the state and regional con1n1unities, future
111onitoring of perforn1ance will be necessary to ensure adequate progress is
achieved and niaintain appropriate accountability.
Other states can learn son1e central lessons from the experiences to date
in Virginia. First, it is important to create a shared vision to support poli
cies regarding STEM in comn1unity colleges. Incorporating a process to sup
port STEM programn1ing within an existing planning process is preferred to
n1erely using STEM policy as an add-on. Second, using data to detennine
effectiveness of progran1ming and to identifying comrnunity need is critical.
Con1n1unicating with key stakeholders in the con1munity, involving K-12
educators and en1ployers, and fran1ing the initiatives using sin1ilar language
helps to institutionalize changes in policy. How con1munity college leaders talk
about changes to pron1ote STEM nutters. The ways in which leaders fran1e
change on campus influences how campus n1en1bers and con1n1unity stake
holders understand what is going on and form their interpretations of activi
ties and outcomes (Eddy, 2003). Finally, n1oving beyond first-order change
requires a level of con1mitment to asking hard questions about past practices,
how things are done, and what can be changed. This level of change requires
top-level leader buy-in, constant comn1unication, and recognition that nothing
is sacred. True, deep change is hard. The analysis conducted on efforts in the
state of Virginia indicates that the in1plementation of the new higher education
policy may ultimately result in true change. Tin1e will tell.
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